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Abstract—A method for efficiently successive cancellation (SC)
decoding of polar codes with high-dimensional linear binary
kernels (HDLBK) is presented and analyzed. We devise a l-
expressions method which can obtain simplified recursive formu-
las of SC decoder in likelihood ratio form for arbitrary linear
binary kernels to reduce the complexity of corresponding SC
decoder. By considering the bit-channel transition probabilities
W
(⋅)
G (⋅∣0) and W (⋅)G (⋅∣1) separately, a W -expressions method is
proposed to further reduce the complexity of HDLBK based SC
decoder. For a m ×m binary kernel, the complexity of straight-
forward SC decoder is O(2mN logN). With W -expressions,
we reduce the complexity of straightforward SC decoder to
O(m2N logN) when m ≤ 16. Simulation results show that 16×16
kernel polar codes offer significant advantages in terms of error
performances compared with 2× 2 kernel polar codes under SC
and list SC decoders.
Index Terms—Polar codes, exponent, successive cancellation
decoding, high-dimension kernel, l-expressions, W -expressions.
I. INTRODUCTION
POLAR codes were introduced by Arıkan [1] as thefirst family of capacity achieving codes with explicit
construction method and low encoding/decoding complexities
for the class of binary input discrete memoryless channels (B-
DMCs). Arıkan’s original polar codes is based on the kernel
matrix G2 = ( 1 01 1 ) and its nth Kronecker power G⊗n2
corresponding to a linear code with block length N = 2n.
With Arıkan’s 2×2 kernel, it was shown in [2] the probability
of block error under successive cancellation (SC) decoding is
o(2−2nβ) with β = 0.5. It was conjectured in [1] that channel
polarization is a general phenomenon and it was shown in
[3] that the probability of block error under SC decoding is
o(2−mnβ) for a general kernel Gm with size m×m. β is called
exponent of the kernel and can exceed 0.5 for large m [3].
Based on the above, many researchers had constructed high-
dimensional kernels with large exponents. Based on BCH
codes, Korada et al. [3] provided a construction of binary
kernels with large exponent. Mori and Tanaka [4] proposed a
construction of non-binary kernels with large exponent based
on Reed-Solomon codes. In [5], code decompositions were
used to design good linear and nonlinear binary kernels. In
[6], constructions were presented for kernels with maximum
exponents up to dimension 16.
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Fig. 1. The code rate is 0.5. Top: SC decoding performance of polar codes
with kernels G2, G6, G7, G14, G15, G16 on the BPSK-modulated Gaussian
channel. All codes are constructed using Gaussian Approximation method
[9] at Eb/N0= 2dB. Bottom: List SC [13] decoding performance of polar
codes with kernels G2 and G16. G⊗122 code is constructed via the method
proposed in [14] at Eb/N0= 2dB and G⊗316 code is based on Monte Carlo
method proposed in [1, Sec. IX] at Eb/N0= 2dB.
However, it was pointed out in [3] that the complexity of
straightforward SC decoder for Gm polar codes behaved like
O(2mN logNm). So it’s not practical for high-dimensional ker-
nels such as m = 16. At present, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no efficient SC decoding of large dimension kernels,
although exponent’s definition is base on SC decoding. In [7]
and [8], they tried to generalize the idea of G2 SC decoding
to high-dimensional binary kernels. But their methods can
only work on kernels with very small dimension because their
methods need a tree structure for bit-channel graph [7] and
it’s not true for large dimension kernels even with m = 6.
In this paper, we propose a low complexity SC decoder
for arbitrary binary linear kernels. For G2, it has l
(1)
2 = l1 ◇
l2
1, l
(2)
2 = l1−2u11 l2 which are called the l-expressions in this
paper leading to a low complexity SC decoding of G2 polar
codes [1]. Our basic idea, like G2, is to obtain l-expressions
for arbitrary binary linear kernel Gm.
Fig. 1 shows the error performance of polar codes with
different kernels under SC and list SC (LSC) decoding through
binary-input additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) channel.
It can be seen that error performance of polar codes are almost
1l1 ◇ l2 = (l1l2 + 1)/(l1 + l2)
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2decided by the exponent of kernels. G6 and G7 have smaller
exponent than G2 and the error performance of polar codes
with G6 and G7 is worse than G2 even with longer block
length. For kernels with close exponents, high-dimensional
kernel polar codes have better error performance than G2
kernel polar codes even with shorter block length such as
G⊗214 and G⊗215 . G16 polar codes achieves significant error
performance gains than G2 polar codes under SC and LSC
decoding, although G16’s exponent is a little bigger than G2.
Next, we use an example to show our main idea.
Example 1 (l-expressions for an optimal G6 kernel.):
G6 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1 0 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
The l-expressions for this kernel:
l
(1)
6 = l1 ◇ l2 ◇ l3 ◇ l4 ◇ l5 ◇ l6
l
(2)
6 = (l1 ◇ l3 ◇ l4)(l2 ◇ l5 ◇ l6)
l
(3)
6 = (l1 ◇ l4l3) ◇ (l2 ◇ l6l5)
l
(4)
6 = l1 ◇ (l2(l3l5) ◇ (l4l6)) ⊠ l4 ◇ ((l−11 l2) ◇ (l3l5)l6)
l
(5)
6 = (l1l2) ◇ (l4l6)(l3l5)
l
(6)
6 = l1l2l4l6
In Example 1, we give l-expressions for a 6×6 optimal kernel.
For the above G6 kernel, the complexity of straightforward SC
decoder is O(26N logN). With these l-expressions, we reduce
the complexity to O(7N logN) where 7 is the length (defined
later on) of l-expressions.
The above G6 kernel is given in [6] and optimal means
it has maximum exponent among all 6 × 6 kernels. l1,⋯, l6
defined by li = W (yi∣0)/W (yi∣1) (W is the channel) are
channel likelihood ratios and l(1)6 ,⋯, l(6)6 are bit-channels’s
likelihood ratios. lilj means li×lj . For l(4)6 , two parts which are
connected by ⊠ are called sub-expressions. ⊠ is the same like× and it is specially used for separating sub-expressions. Three
operators’s priority is ⊠ < × < ◇. Then li ◇ lj lk = (li ◇ lj) × lk.
In Example 1, we omit the influence of known values ui−11 for
l
(i)
6 . For example, l
(3)
6 = (l(1−2(u1+u2))1 ◇l4l3)◇(l(1−2u2)2 ◇l6l5)
and it will be explained in section III. C.
By our analysis, l-expressions based SC decoder is good
for medium kernel size such as m ≤ 10. However, it become
impractical for lager kernel size such as m = 16. So, similar
to l-expressions, we propose a W -expressions method to
further reduce the complexity of SC decoder for larger dimen-
sion kernels by considering bit-channel transition probabilities
W
(⋅)
G (⋅∣0) and W (⋅)G (⋅∣1) separately. Our main achievement is:
Using W -expressions method, we show that the complexity of
Gm SC decoder is O(m2N logN) for optimal kernels given
in [6] when m ≤ 16.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
II, we introduce the basic definitions and point out our basic
task. In section III, we give details how to get l-expressions
for an arbitrary binary kernel matrix. In section IV, similar to
l-expressions, we present a W -expressions method to further
reduce the complexity of SC decoder with high dimensional
kernel. Also, we give complexity analyses of l-expressions and
W -expressions based SC decoder in this section. Construction
methods of polar codes with high dimensional kernel are
presented in section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Notations
We write W ∶ {0,1} → Y to denote a B-DMC channel
with input alphabet {0,1}, output alphabet Y , and transition
probabilities W (y∣x), x ∈ {0,1}, y ∈ Y . We use the notation
aN1 for denoting a row vector (a1,⋯, aN). For a general kernel
matrix Gm (all kernels used in this paper are linear kernels
given in [6]), WGm ∶ {0,1}m → Ym is defined by
WGm(ym1 ∣um1 ) ≜ l∏
i=1W (yi∣(um1 Gm)i). (1)
Then, bit-channels W (i)Gm ∶ {0,1} → Ym × {0,1}i−1,1 ≤ i ≤ m
is defined by
W
(i)
Gm
(ym1 , ui−11 ∣ui) ≜ 12m−1 ∑umi+1WGm(ym1 ∣um1 ). (2)
For SC decoding, the basic task is to calculate following values
l(i)m = W (i)Gm(ym1 , ui−11 ∣ui = 0)
W
(i)
Gm
(ym1 , ui−11 ∣ui = 1)
= ∑umi+1 W (y1∣(um1,ui=0Gm)1)⋯W (ym∣(um1,ui=0Gm)m)∑umi+1 W (y1∣(um1,ui=1Gm)1)⋯W (ym∣(um1,ui=1Gm)m) (3)
where um1,ui=0 means (ui−11 , ui = 0, umi+1).
In order to facilitate notation. We use following simple
notation instead of (3)
l(i)m = ∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)⋯W (yi∣ui)⋯W (ym∣um)∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)⋯W (yi∣ui)⋯W (ym∣um) (4)
where uk = (um1,ui=0Gm)k, k = 1,⋯,m, uk = uk + 1. Let gik
denote the element of Gm in the ith row and kth column.
In the denominator of (4), if gik = 1, (um1,ui=1Gm)k = uk;
otherwise (um1,ui=1Gm)k = uk.
In (4), we see channel expression W (y1∣u1) in numerator
is different from W (y1∣u1) in denominator. We call this as
one difference for l(i)m .
It should be noticed that ui views as a expression of binary
variables, not a value in our algorithm. For example, u1 =
u4 + u5 + u6 in the definition of l(3)6 by (3). Let si denote the
set of variables contained in ui. So s1 = {u4, u5, u6} in the
previous example. ui ∩ uj = ∅ means si ∩ sj = ∅. ui ⊂ uj
means si ⊂ sj .
All of operations in this paper will be over GF(2). So, if
u1 = u4 + u5 and u2 = u5 + u6, u1 + u2 = u4 + u6.
We write 1u1=0 to denote the indicator function of equation
u1 = 0; thus, 1u1=0 equals 1 if u1 = 0 and 0 otherwise.
In Example 1, l(4)6 is connected by two sub-expressions with⊠. We call the length of l(4)6 is 2. And other l-expressions’s
lengths are all 1. So the total length is 7 for this example.
3Example 2:
l
(4)
6 = ∑u65 W (y1∣u5 + u6)W (y2∣u5 + u6)W (y3∣u5)W (y4∣u6)W (y5∣u5)W (y6∣u6)∑u65 W (y1∣u5 + u6)W (y2∣u5 + u6)W (y3∣u5)W (y4∣u6)W (y5∣u5)W (y6∣u6) (5)= ∑u65 W (y1∣u5 + u6)W (y2∣u5 + u6)W (y3, y5∣u5)W (y4∣u6)W (y6∣u6)∑u65 W (y1∣u5 + u6)W (y2∣u5 + u6)W (y3, y5∣u5)W (y4∣u6)W (y6∣u6) (6)⊠ ∑u65 W (y1∣u5 + u6)W (y2∣u5 + u6)W (y3, y5∣u5)W (y4∣u6)W (y6∣u6)∑u65 W (y1∣u5 + u6)W (y2∣u5 + u6)W (y3, y5∣u5)W (y4∣u6)W (y6∣u6) (7)= l1 ◇ ∑u65 W (y2∣u5 + u6)W (y3, y5∣u5)W (y4, y6∣u6)1u5+u6=0∑u65 W (y2∣u5 + u6)W (y3, y5∣u5)W (y4, y6∣u6)1u5+u6=1 ⊠ ∑u6 W (y
2
1 , y3, y5∣u6)W (y4∣u6)W (y6∣u6)∑u6 W (y21 , y3, y5∣u6)W (y4∣u6)W (y6∣u6) (8)= l1 ◇ (l2∑u6 W (y3, y5∣u6)W (y4, y6∣u6)∑u6 W (y3, y5∣u6)W (y4, y6∣u6)) ⊠ l4 ◇ ∑u6 W (y
2
1 , y3, y5, y6∣u6)1u6=0∑u6 W (y21 , y3, y5, y6∣u6)1u6=1 (9)= l1 ◇ (l2(l3l5) ◇ (l4l6)) ⊠ l4 ◇ ((l−11 l2) ◇ (l3l5)l6) (10)= l(1−2(u1+u2+u3))1 ◇ (l(1−2u2)2 (l(1−2u3)3 l5) ◇ (l4l6)) ⊠ l4 ◇ ((l−(1−2(u1+u2+u3))1 l(1−2u2)2 ) ◇ (l(1−2u3)3 l5)l6) (11)
B. Basic task
By using (3), the total computational cost of l(1)m ,⋯, l(m)m is
O(m2m). We call these calculations as inside kernel calcula-
tion. A polar code defined by G⊗nm with block length N =mn
needs to recursively implement N logNm /m times of inside
kernel calculation for SC decoding. So the complexity of
SC decoding behaves like O(2mN logNm) for a general kernel
matrix Gm. It grows exponentially with the kernel size. So it
is not practical for large kernel size such as m = 16. Therefore,
our basic task is to reduce the computational cost of (3).
III. BIT-CHANNEL LIKELIHOOD EXPRESSIONS FOR Gm
In this section, we propose our method to generate l-
expressions of l(i)m , i = 1,⋯,m for an arbitrary kernel Gm. We
begin with an example to illustrate the method. And we denote
some functions in the description of the example. Then, a high-
level description of the l-expressions generating algorithm is
proposed according to these functions. Finally, we give details
of these functions in general case and proofs of them.
A. Illustration Example
In Example 2, we use l(4)6 to illustrate the l-expressions gen-
erating algorithm. Based on definition (3), we get (5). Actually,
we omit known values a1 = u1+u2+u3, a2 = u2, a3 = u3 in (5).
We will add them in (11). To omit known values at first and
add them in final step, we call this function as hide known
values.
Define W (y3, y5∣u5) =W (y3∣u5)W (y5∣u5) in (6) and (7).
Then it has ly3,y5 ≜ W (y3,y5∣0)W (y3,y5∣1) = l3l5. This function is called
as zero-variable-combine.
By adding a mid term, we get (6) and (7) from (5). ⊠ is
the same as common multiple ×. Obviously, (5) = (6) ⊠ (7).
We call (6) and (7) as sub-expressions. ⊠ is specially used in
separating sub-expressions. It can be seen there are only one
difference in both (6) and (7). We call the function from (5)
to (6) ⊠ (7) as extend method.
With one difference property in (6), we get the left part of
(8). This is our key step and it is called fundamental step.
Firstly, let W (y21 ∣u5 + u6) =W (y1∣u5 + u6)W (y2∣u5 + u6)
in (7). It is zero-variable-combine. Then, we get the right
part of (8) by defining W (y21 , y3, y5∣u6) = ∑u5 W (y21 ∣u5 +
u6)W (y3, y5∣u5). We call this function as one-variable-
combine. With this function, we have ly21 ,y3,y5 = ly21 ◇ ly3,y5 =
l−11 l2 ◇ l3l5.
The left part of (9) is obtained by doing u5 = u6 and
u5 = u6+1 for each channel expressions in the numerator and
denominator for the left part of (8), respectively. The right
part of (9) is obtained by doing zero-variable-combine with
defining W (y21 , y3, y5, y6∣u6) = W (y21 , y3, y5∣u6)W (y6∣u6)
and fundamental step in the right part of (8). Implementing
fundamental step in the left part of (9) and doing u6 = 0
and u6 = 1 in both left and right of (9), we get (10). Doing
l1 = l1−a11 , l2 = l1−a22 , l3 = l1−a33 in (10), we get (11).
B. High-Level Description of The Algorithm
We denote hide known values, zero-variable-combine,
extend method and one-variable-combine and fundamen-
tal step functions in the description of Example 2.
For a complete description of the l-expressions generating
algorithm, we need two more functions standard expression
transform and symmetric expression transform. The two
functions are not necessary, but it can simplify the final l-
expressions. Also, we use two simplifications to denote zero-
variable-combine and one-variable-combine.
Based on these functions, we give a high-level description
of l-expressions generating procedure in Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 1, every step is working on the result from
its previous step. After a while loop is finished, variables of
expressions reduce at least 1 (like left part of (9) to (10), u65
to u6). Then, the algorithm will stop after at most m − i + 1
while loops.
4Algorithm 1 : Bit-channel likelihood expression generating
procedure
input: A kernel lower-triangular matrix Gm, index i and
channel output likelihood ratios l1,⋯, lm
output: Bit-channel likelihood expression l(i)m as a function
of l1,⋯, lm
//Algorithm starts from l(i)m = ∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)⋯W (ym∣um)∑um
i+1 W (y1∣u1)⋯W (ym∣um)
early processing: implement hide known values and stan-
dard expression transform on l(i)m
while i + 1 ≤m do
for each sub-expressions do
implement two simplifications as much as possible
implement symmetric expression transform
implement extending method
implement fundamental step
end for
end while
C. Details of functions
1) Hide known values: Given a kernel Gm, let GA and GB
be the submatrices of Gm consisting of first i − 1 rows and
last m − i + 1 rows, respectively.
Remember our basic task is to simplify (3). Let aj =(ui−11 GA)j , j = 1,⋯,m, we have
W (yj ∣(um1 Gm)j) =W (yj ∣aj + (umi GB)j).
Since aj are known values, we can replace (3) by following
expression
l(i)m = ∑umi+1 W (y1∣(umi,ui=0GB)1)⋯W (ym∣(umi,ui=0GB)m)∑umi+1 W (y1∣(umi,ui=1GB)1)⋯W (ym∣(umi,ui=1GB)m)
(12)
Proposition 1 (Hide known values): Assume we get the
expression of l(i)
m,(12) = fi(l1,⋯, lm) using (12) by Algorithm
1. Then the real expression of l(i)
m,(3) using (3) is l(i)m,(3) =
fi(l(1−2a1)1 ,⋯, l(1−2am)m ). ◻
Proof: For an arbitrary j ∈ 1,⋯, l,
lj,(3) = W (yj ∣aj + (umi,ui=0GB)j = 0)
W (yj ∣aj + (umi,ui=1GB)j = 1)= (W (yj ∣(umi,ui=0GB)j = 0)
W (yj ∣(umi,ui=1GB)j = 1))1−2aj = (lj,(12))1−2aj
where lj,(3) and lj,(12) mean lj using (3) and (12), respectively.
Based on Proposition 1, we implement the algorithm on
(12) instead of (3). After we get the final l-expressions, we
replace lj,(12) by (lj,(3))1−2aj for each j = 1,⋯,m.
2) Standard Expression Transform:
Definition 1 (Standard expression): A standard likelihood
expression l(i)m has following form
l(i)m = ∑umi+1 ⋯W (yi+1∣ui+1)⋯W (ym∣um)∑umi+1 ⋯W (yi+1∣ui+1)⋯W (ym∣um) ; (13)
that is uj = uj , j = i + 1,⋯,m.
Lemma 1 (Standard expression transform): For a likeli-
hood expression l(i)m defined by a lower triangular matrix Gm,
it can be transformed to a standard expression.
Proof: First, we give an example of standard expression
transform. Given a lower triangular matrix G5
G5 = u3
u4
u5
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
1 1 1 0 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
By doing linear transform in rows 3,4,5 of G5, we get
G´5 = t3
t4
t5
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
Let l(2)5 and l´(2)5 are likelihood ratio expressions defined by
G5 and G´5, respectively. Notice l´
(2)
5 is in standard expression
transform. Therefore, we only need to show l(2)5 = l´(2)5 . Since
there is one-to-one correspondence between u53 ∈ {0,1}3 and
t53 ∈ {0,1}3, it’s easy to see l(2)5 = l´(2)5 by the definition.
The above method can be easily generalized to any l(i)m of
a low triangular matrix Gm. Also, it’s provide a procedure to
implement standard expression transform.
In Lemma 1, we suppose the kernel Gm is a lower triangular
matrix since all of optimal kernels given in [6] are lower
triangular matrices. In fact, we don’t need lower triangular
assumption in Lemma 1. Because, given any Gm and l
(i)
m ,
we always can transform GC (GC is the submatrix of Gm
consisting of last m − i rows) to a lower triangular form with
row transformation and column rearrangement.
3) Fundamental Step:
Lemma 2 (Fundamental step): Given a likelihood ratio ex-
pression with only one difference between the numerator and
denominator such as
l(i)m = ∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)W (y1∣u2)⋯W (ym∣um)∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)W (y1∣u2)⋯W (ym∣um)
and assume that u1 and um contain ui+1, then we have
l(i)m = l1 ◇ ∑umi+2 W (y2∣x2)⋯W (ym∣xm)∑umi+2 W (y2∣x2)⋯W (ym∣xm) (14)
where xk = uk + u1 if uk contains ui+1; otherwise xk = uk,
k = 2,⋯,m in the numerator of (14). In the denominator of
(14), if uk contains ui+1, xk = xk; otherwise xk = xk.
Proof: Let M =W (y1∣u2)⋯W (ym∣um) and define
W (ym2 ∣0) ≜W (ym2 ∣u1 = 0) ≜ ∑
umi+1
M ⋅ 1u1=0,
W (ym2 ∣1) ≜W (ym2 ∣u1 = 1) ≜ ∑
umi+1
M ⋅ 1u1=1.
5Then
l(i)m = ∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)M1u1=0 +∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)M1u1=1∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)M1u1=0 +∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)M1u1=1= W (y1∣0)W (ym2 ∣0) +W (y1∣1)W (ym2 ∣1)
W (y1∣1)W (ym2 ∣0) +W (y1∣0)W (ym2 ∣1)= l1 ◇ W (ym2 ∣u1 = 0)
W (ym2 ∣u1 = 1)= l1 ◇ ∑umi+1 W (y2∣u2)⋯W (ym∣um)1u1=0∑umi+1 W (y2∣u2)⋯W (ym∣um)1u1=1= l1 ◇ ∑umi+2 W (y2∣x2)⋯W (ym∣xm)∑umi+2 W (y2∣x2)⋯W (ym∣xm) .
In Lemma 2, we assume u1 contains ui+1. Then we have
xk = uk + u1 if uk contains ui+1; otherwise xk = uk, k =
2,⋯,m in the numerator of (14). In fact, we don’t need this
assumption. Assume u1 = {ui1 + ui2 +⋯ + uit}, 1 ≤ i1 < i2 <⋯ < it ≤m. We can choose any uij , j ∈ {1,2,⋯, t}. Then it has
xk = uk+u1 if uk contains utj ; otherwise xk = uk, k = 2,⋯,m
in the numerator of (14). However, we always choose ui1 in
the algorithm and it’s good choice by experiments.
Example 3 (Fundamental step for l(1)3 ):
l
(1)
3 = ∑u32 W (y1∣u2 + u3)W (y2∣u2)W (y3∣u3)∑u32 W (y1∣u2 + u3)W (y2∣u2)W (y3∣u3)= l1 ◇ ∑u3 W (y2∣u2)W (y3∣u3)1u2+u3=0∑u3 W (y2∣u2)W (y3∣u3)1u2+u3=1= l1 ◇ ∑u3 W (y2∣u3)W (y3∣u3)∑u3 W (y2∣u3)W (y3∣u3) .
By Lemma 2, we reduce one variable from umi+1 to umi+2. So
if there are still only one difference between the denominator
and numerator of reduced expression (consider the left part in
(8)), we can continue to implement Lemma1. Then we get the
final likelihood expression after implementing m − i times of
Lemma 2.
If there are more than one difference between numerator and
denominator of expressions, we can define some mid-terms to
extend expressions and make extending expressions have only
one difference.
Proposition 2 (Extend method): Given a likelihood ratio
expression with two differences between the numerator and
denominator such as
l(i)m = ∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)W (y2∣u2)⋯W (ym∣um)∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)W (y2∣u2)⋯W (ym∣um)
we have
l(i)m = ∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)W (y2∣u2)⋯W (ym∣um)∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)W (y2∣u2)⋯W (ym∣um) (15)⊠ ∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)W (y2∣u2)⋯W (ym∣um)∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)W (y2∣u2)⋯W (ym∣um) . (16)
In proposition 2, we divide the given l(i)m into two part
by operator ⊠ and it has only one difference in (15) and
(16), respectively. ⊠ is the same as common multiple ×. ⊠
is specially used in extend method and its priority is lower
than ×.
It’s easy to see that the extending method can be generalized
to any number of differences. However, the cost is to increase
the length of expression.
4) Symmetric expression transform: The length of final
expression of l(i)m is depend on the number of differences of
l
(i)
m . Using the symmetric property of bit-channel, the number
of differences can be reduced for a given l(i)m .
Proposition 3 (symmetric property of bit-channel): Given
a bit-channel expression
W
(i)
Gm
(⋅∣ui = 1) = ∑
umi+1
W (y1∣u1)⋯W (yi∣ui)⋯W (ym∣um),
and assume that only u1 and ui contain ui+1, we have
W
(i)
Gm
(⋅∣ui = 1) = ∑
umi+1
W (y1∣u1)⋯W (yi∣ui)⋯W (ym∣um).
Proof is immediate and omitted. In this proposition, we
change ui+1 to ui+1. Actually, we can change all possible
subsets of umi+1. Let (ui1 ,⋯, uij) denote a subset of umi+1. We
change it to (ui1 ,⋯, uij). For uk, k = 1,⋯,m, if it contains
odd number variables in (ui1 ,⋯, uij), then uk becomes uk;
otherwise it doesn’t change.
Proposition 4 (Symmetric expression transform): Given a
likelihood ratio expression
l(i)m = ∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)⋯W (yi∣ui)⋯W (ym∣um)∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)⋯W (y1∣ui)⋯W (ym∣um) ,
we use symmetric property of bit-channel to all subsets of umi+1
for denominator of l(i)m and obtain 2m−i equivalent likelihood
ratio expressions. Assume that l´(i)m has the least number of
differences among these expressions. Then we replace l(i)m by
l´
(i)
m .
Proposition 4 describes a procedure to assure that l(i)m has
least number of difference. To do that, it need 2m−i−1 times
tests. It’s accepted for small kernel size. Actually, we just need
to test one and two elements subsets of umi+1 to acquire the
least number of difference equivalent expression of l(i)m , up to
kernel size m = 16 by our experiments.
5) Two Simplifications: In this section, we propose two
obvious ways to simplify the expressions.
Proposition 5 (Zero-variable-combination): Given a likeli-
hood ratio expression as following
l(i)m = ∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)W (y2∣u1)⋯W (ym∣um)∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)W (y2∣u1)⋯W (ym∣um) ,
we have
l(i)m = ∑umi+1 W (y21 ∣u1)⋯W (ym∣um)∑umi+1 W (y21 ∣u1)⋯W (ym∣um) ,
where W (y21 ∣u1) =W (y1∣u1)W (y2∣u1).
Then in the final likelihood expression, it has ly21 = l1l2.
Proposition 6 (One-variable-combination): Given a likeli-
hood ratio expression as following
l(i)m = ∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)W (y2∣u2)⋯W (ym∣um)∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)W (y2∣u2)⋯W (ym∣um)
6and assume u2 = ui+1, u2 ⊂ u1 and u2 ∩ uk = ∅, k = 3,⋯,m.
Then we have
l(i)m = ∑umi+2 W (y21 ∣u1 + u2)⋯W (ym∣um)∑umi+2 W (y21 ∣u1 + u2)⋯W (ym∣um)
where W (y21 ∣u1 + u2) = ∑u2 W (y1∣u1)W (y2∣u2). ◻
Then in the final likelihood expression, it has ly21 = l1 ◇ l2.
Example 4 (One-variable-combination for l(1)3 ):
l
(1)
3 = ∑u32 W (y1∣u2 + u3)W (y2∣u2)W (y3∣u3)∑u32 W (y1∣u2 + u3)W (y2∣u2)W (y3∣u3)= ∑u3 W (y21 ∣u3)W (y3∣u3)∑u3 W (y21 ∣u3)W (y3∣u3)
where W (y21 ∣u3) = ∑u2 W (y1∣u2 + u3)W (y2∣u2).
IV. REDUCE COMPLEXITY BY W -EXPRESSIONS
In this section, we propose our methods to generate W -
expressions of W (i)Gm(⋅∣ui), i = 1,⋯,m for an arbitrary kernel
Gm. Firstly, we give an analysis about the complexity of l-
expressions based SC decoder and show that l-expressions
method is not accepted for larger kernels such as m = 16.
secondly, we analyse one drawback of l-expressions method
and propose a W -expressions method to overcome the draw-
back. Then an example of W -expressions is given for making
the method more clear. Finally, the complexity analysis of W -
expressions based SC decoder is given and it contains our main
achievement.
A. Complexity Analysis of l-expressions
Let Cl(m) denote the average length of l-expressions for
a kernel Gm. Actually Cl(m) is the average number of sub-
expressions. For a kernel Gm, the complexity of calculating a
sub-expression is O(m) and it needs to compute mCl(m)
sub-expressions for the inside kernel calculation. Then the
calculation cost of inside kernel calculation is O(m2 ⋅Cl(m)).
Because it needs to implement N logNm /m times of inside
kernel calculation. So the complexity of l-expressions based
SC decoder is O(Cl(m) ⋅mN logNm) for a general kernel Gm.
Table I gives the results of Cl(m) by implementing Al-
gorithm 1 for kernels up to m = 16. It can be seen that
the l-expressions method is good for small kernels such as
m ≤ 10. However, Cl(m) increases very fast with kernel size
m. Actually, G16 is the first kernel which obtains significant
advantages in terms of error performance compared with G2.
But Cl(16) is about 2487 times than Cl(2). It means that G16
based SC decoder is about 2487∗16/(2∗ log162 ) = 4974 times
than the G2 based SC decoder with the same block length. It
can not be accepted.
B. Reduce Complexity by W-expressions
It’s shown in previous subsection that the complexity of l-
expressions based SC decoder is unaccepted for large kernels.
One problem is that we can not implement two simplifications
in some cases because of the relation between numerator and
TABLE I
Cl(m) FOR DIFFERENT KERNELS
m 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Exponent 0.5 0.42 0.5 0.43 0.451 0.457 0.5
Cl(m) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 2.0 3.6
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
0.461 0.469 0.477 0.492 0.488 0.494 0.5008 0.518
3.8 6 17 49 95 278 793 2487
denominator of l(i)m . For this reason, a method, called W -
expressions, is proposed to further reduce the complexity of
SC decoder by considering the numerator and denominator of
l
(i)
m separately.
In W -expressions, we focus on the following equation
W
(i)
Gm
(⋅∣ui) = ∑
umi+1
W (y1∣u1)⋯W (ym∣um). (17)
Definition 2: Let B(yi) = (B(yi∣0),B(yi∣1)). Define
B(yi)−1 = (B(yi∣1),B(yi∣0))
S(B(yi)) = B(yi∣0) +B(yi∣1)
B(yi) ⋅B(yj) = (B(yi∣0)B(yj ∣0),B(yi∣1)B(yj ∣1))
B(yi) ◇B(yj) = (B(yi∣0)B(yj ∣0) +B(yi∣1)B(yj ∣1)
,B(yi∣0)B(yj ∣1) +B(yi∣1)B(yj ∣0))
Lemma 3 (Fundamental step for W -expressions): Given a
channel expressions W (⋅)Gm(⋅∣ui) as (17) and assume u1 and
um contains u1 , we have
W
(i)
Gm
(⋅∣ui) = ∑
umi+1
W (y1∣u1)⋯W (yi∣ui)⋯W (ym∣um)
= S(B(y1) ⋅ (∑
xmi+2
W (y1∣x2)⋯W (ym∣xm)
, ∑
xmi+2
W (y1∣x2)⋯W (ym∣xm))) (18)
where xk = uk + u1 if uk contains ui+1; otherwise xk = uk,
k = 2,⋯,m in the upper part of (18). In the lower part of (18),
if uk contains ui+1, xk = xk; otherwise xk = xk.
Proof: Let M =W (y1∣u2)⋯W (ym∣um) and define
W (ym2 ∣0) ≜W (ym2 ∣u1 = 0) ≜ ∑
umi+1
M ⋅ 1u1=0,
W (ym2 ∣1) ≜W (ym2 ∣u1 = 1) ≜ ∑
umi+1
M ⋅ 1u1=1.
Then
W
(i)
Gm
(⋅∣ui) = ∑
umi+1
W (y1∣u1)M1u1=0 + ∑
umi+1
W (y1∣u1)M1u1=1
=W (y1∣0)W (ym2 ∣0) +W (y1∣1)W (ym2 ∣1)= S(B(y1) ⋅ (W (ym2 ∣0),W (ym2 ∣1)))= S(B(y1) ⋅ (∑
xmi+2
W (y1∣x2)⋯W (ym∣xm)
, ∑
xmi+2
W (y1∣x2)⋯W (ym∣xm))).
From (17) to (18), we decompose B(y1) from (17) and the
two remaining parts are in the same form as (17). Therefore,
7Example 5:
W
(4)
G6
(y61 , u31∣1) =∑
u65
W (y1∣u5 + u6)W (y2∣u5 + u6)W (y3∣u5)W (y4∣u6)W (y5∣u5)W (y6∣u6) (19)
=∑
u65
W (y1, y2∣u5 + u6)W (y3, y5∣u5)W (y4, y6∣u6) (20)
=∑
u6
W (y1, y2, y3, y5∣u6)W (y4, y6∣u6) (21)
=∑
u6
W (y1, y2, y3, y5, y4, y6∣u6) (22)
= S((B(y1)−1 ⋅B(y2)) ◇ (B(y3) ⋅B(y5)) ⋅ (B(y4)−1 ⋅B(y6))) (23)
W
(4)
G6
(y61 , u31∣0) =∑
u65
W (y1∣u5 + u6)W (y2∣u5 + u6)W (y3∣u5)W (y4∣u6)W (y5∣u5)W (y6∣u6) (24)
= S((B(y1) ⋅B(y2)) ◇ (B(y3) ⋅B(y5)) ⋅ (B(y4) ⋅B(y6))) (25)
we can use lemma 3 repeatedly and obtain an expression of
W
(⋅)
Gm
(⋅∣ui) as a function of B(y1),⋯,B(ym).
The two remaining parts in (18) are called sub-expressions
for W -expressions. So the length of W -expressions increases
1 after implementing fundamental step from (17) to (18).
For W -expressions, hiding known values and standard
expression transform are the same as l-expressions. In the
final W -expressions, we have B(y21) = B(y1)⋅B(y2) for zero-
variables-combination and B(y21) = B(y1)◇B(y2) for one-
variables-combination. It doesn’t need symmetric expres-
sion transform and extending method for W -expressions.
Based on above, we give the W -expressions generating
procedure in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 : W -expressions generating procedure
input: A kernel matrix Gm, index i and channel output
B(y1),⋯,B(ym)
output: W (i)Gm(⋅∣ui) as a function of B(y1),⋯,B(ym)
//Starts from W (i)Gm(⋅∣ui) = ∑umi+1 W (y1∣u1)⋯W (ym∣um)
early processing: implement hiding known values and
standard expression transform on W (i)Gm(⋅∣ui)
while i + 1 ≤m do
for each sub expressions do
implement two simplifications as much as possible
implement fundamental step for W -expressions
end for
end while
C. Illustration Example for W-expressions
In Example 5, we use W (4)G6 (⋅∣u4) to illustrate W -
expressions method. Based on definition (2), we get (19). Then
define W (y1, y2∣u5 + u6) = W (y1∣u5 + u6)W (y2∣u5 + u6),
W (y3, y5∣u5) = W (y3∣u5)W (y5∣u5) and W (y4, y6∣u6) =
W (y4∣u6)W (y6∣u6), we get (20). Then we have B(y1, y2) =
B(y1)−1 ⋅B(y2), B(y3, y5) = B(y3) ⋅B(y5) and B(y4, y6) =
B(y4)−1 ⋅B(y6). They are zero-variable-combine.
(21) is obtained by defining W (y1, y2, y3, y5∣u6) =∑u5 W (y1, y2∣u5 + u6)W (y3, y5∣u5). This is one-variable-
combine. Then B(y1, y2, y3, y5) = B(y1, y2) ◇B(y3, y5).
Using zero-variable-combine again, we get (22). Then it
has B(y1, y2, y3, y5, y4, y6) = B(y1, y2, y3, y5) ⋅B(y4, y6).
Implementing fundamental step for W-expressions, we
get (23).
Similar to W (4)G6 (⋅∣1), we give the W -expressions of
W
(4)
G6
(⋅∣0) in (25).
Compared Example 5 with Example 2, it can be seen that
the W -expressions reduces the length of expressions from 2
to 1. By our experiments, W -expressions offers significant
advantages in terms of length of expressions for larger kernels.
TABLE II
CW (m) FOR DIFFERENT KERNELS
m 2 3 5 6 7 8 9
CW (m) 1 1 1 1 1.1 1.4 1.6
m 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
CW (m) 2.1 2.5 3 4 4.9 6.1 6.7
D. Complexity Analysis of W -expressions
In Example 1, it can be seen that l3l5 just needs to
calculate one time for l(4)6 . We call this as inside expression
simplification. For the complexity analysis of l-expressions,
we don’t consider the inside expression simplification since
it makes no significant complexity reduction. However, it
has significant complexity reduction by considering inside
expression simplification for W -expressions. For example, the
length of W (5)16 is 512. But we just need to calculate 16 sub-
expressions since other sub-expressions are the repetition of
these 16 sub-expressions.
Let CW (m) denote the average length of generated W -
expressions for a general kernel Gm. Then the complexity of
W -expressions based SC decoder is O(CW (m) ⋅mN logNm)
for the Gm based polar code. Table II gives the results of
CW (m) by using Algorithm 2 for optimal kernels [6] up to
m = 16. It means that the complexity of W -expressions based
SC decoder is O(m2N logN) when m ≤ 16.
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Fig. 2. Block-error-rate versus Eb/N0 for SC decoding with G⊗122 polar
code on the BPSK-modulated Gaussian channel using Tal-Vardy method [14]
and Monte Carlo method [1] at Eb/N0= 2dB. The code rate is 0.5.
V. CODES CONSTRUCTION
Two methods are proposed to construct polar codes with
high dimensional polar codes. One is Monte Carlo method [1]
, the other is Gaussian Approximation based density evolution
(GA-DE) method [9].
A. Monte Carlo method
Arıkan [1, Section IX] provides a Monte Carlo approach for
constructing polar codes. In Monte Carlo approach, it assume
that all-zero codeword is transmitted. Firstly, for a bit-channel
W
(i)
N , i ∈ {1,⋯,m}, it assume that ui−11 = 0i−11 are known
values. Then it uses SC decoder to evaluate the reliability of
W
(i)
N . Finally, based on reliabilities of W
(i)
N , i ∈ {1,⋯,m}, it
chooses some best bit-channels as information set A; that is
the polar code.
Fig. 2 gives the comparison of error performances for G⊗122
polar code which are constructed by the Monte Carlo method
and Tal-Vardy method [14]. Tal-Vardy method was considered
the optimal construction method [14]. It was shown that the
Monte Carlo method achieves the same error performance as
the Tal-Vardy method. Therefore, it is conceivable that the
Monte Carlo approach is an optimal method for constructing
polar codes.
B. Gaussian Approximation
A first efficient construction of polar codes in general case
which are based on density evolution [10] was made by Mori
and Tanaka [11]. Then Trifinov demonstrated that polar codes
can be efficiently constructed using GA-DE method [12].
With l-expressions, it’s straightforward to construct polar
codes by using GA-DE method. However, polar codes con-
structed by GA-DE method become inaccurate as kernel size
m become larger by our experiments.
Let W1,W2, . . . ,WN be bit-channels and Pe(Wi) denote
the probability of error on the ith bit-channel [14]. Then a
union bound on the frame error rate of polar codes is Pfer ≤∑i∈A Pe(Wi) where A is the information set of the code [1].
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Fig. 3. Pfer versus Eb/N0 for SC decoding with G⊗42 and G⊗116 polar
codes on the BPSK-modulated Gaussian channel using GA-DE method [9]
and Monte Carlo method [1] at Eb/N0= 2dB. The code rate is 0.5.
Fig. 3 shows Pfer vs. Eb/N0 results under DE-GA and
Monte Carlo methods. For the small block length N = 16,
it can be considered that Monte Carlo method is an accurate
method for computing Pe(Wi). So Fig. 3 confirms that polar
codes constructed by GA-DE method become inaccurate as
kernel size m goes larger.
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